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Conflict Update # 108 

July2ndt, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces entered Lysychansk and 

advanced within the city on July 2. 

 Russian forces are conducting offensive 

operations southwest of Lysychansk likely to 

push westward towards Siversk and complete 

the capture of the entirety of Luhansk Oblast. 

Russian forces continued unsuccessful 
ground assaults north of Slovyansk. 

Russian forces conducted limited attacks 
southwest of Donetsk City but did not make any 

confirmed gains. 

Ukrainian troops are likely planning to 

threaten Russian ground lines of communication 

(GLOCs) throughout Kharkiv Oblast using 

Western-supplied weapons. 

Ukrainian counterattacks and partisan 

activity continue to force Russian troops to 

prioritize defensive operations along the 

Southern Axis. 

Proxy leadership may be setting 

conditions for the direct annexation of proxy 

republics by the Russian Federation. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces entered Lysychansk and advanced within the city on July 2, likely after Ukrainian forces conducted a 

controlled withdrawal from the city. Kremlin-sponsored outlet RIA Novosti claimed that Russian forces seized Lysychansk, 

but it is unclear if Russian forces fully cleared and secured the city.  

Geolocated footage showed Russian forces hanging a red banner in Lysychansk‘s city center and walking around the city’s 

northern neighborhood. Chechen units also advanced to the southeastern part of Lysychansk, with geolocated footage 

showing them outside the Lysychansk City Council building. The footage in both areas shows Russian forces freely walking 

around the city and taking group photos, suggesting that Ukrainian defenders had already withdrawn. Ukrainian officials 

did not announce a withdrawal from Lysychansk, but the Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) notably did not discuss any  
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Ukrainian defensive activity around Lysychansk. Chechen 

Republic Head Ramzan Kadyrov claimed earlier in the day 

that Russian forces have encircled Ukrainian forces in 

Lysychansk and noted that Chechen units were preparing 

for street fights and full-scale attack to seize the city, but 

then announced that Russian forces had captured the city 

in full. The inconsistencies in Kadyrov’s claims may suggest 

that Russian forces expected to face remaining Ukrainian 

resistance in the city but found that the Ukrainians had 

instead withdrawn. 

Russian forces continued to launch assaults southwest of 

Lysychansk, likely in an effort to reach the Luhansk Oblast 

administrative borders and push towards Ukrainian 

positions in Siversk. UGS confirmed that Russian forces 

established positions in Verkhnokamyanka, situated 

approximately 15km southwest of Lysychansk and just 

13km east of Siversk.  

The successful assault also implies that Russian forces 

blocked the northeastern part of the T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway (which ISW has assessed Ukraine has 

been unable to use as a major GLOC for some time). UGS 

also noted that Ukrainian forces repelled a Russian 

reconnaissance-in-force around Berestove, approximately 

18km southeast of Siversk and 26km northeast of Bakhmut.  

 Recurrent Russian offensive and reconnaissance operations 

around Berestove and west of Lysychansk suggest that 

Russian forces may prioritize a drive on Siversk over an 

immediate attack on Bakhmut. The Luhansk People’s 

Republic (LNR) also posted footage outside of the Pryvillya 

welcome sign, and a satellite image of a Russian pontoon 

bridge confirms that Russian forces crossed the Siverskyi 

Donets River just southeast of Kreminna. The LNR Militia 

also repeated previous Russian claims that Russian forces 

seized Shepilove, 6km southwest of Pryvillya, on July 1. 

Russian forces will likely also push on Siversk from the 

Pryvillya area now that they have advanced to Lysychansk 

itself. 

Russian forces conducted unsuccessful offensive operations north of Slovyansk on July 2. UGS reported that Ukrainian 

forces resisted a Russian assault on Bohorodychne, approximately 20km northwest of Slovyansk. Slovyansk Mayor Vadym 
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Lyakh reported that Russian forces shelled Slovyansk on the night of July 1, and Russian Telegram channel Voproste 

published footage of Russian forces reportedly using incendiary munitions against Ukrainian positions in the Slovyansk 

direction. Geolocated combat footage additionally showed Ukrainian forces targeting Russian positions with drones and 

artillery in Sulyhivka (approximately 20 km east of Bohorodychne) on July 1, likely as part of continued Ukrainian 

counterattacks southwest of Izyum. 

Russian forces resumed unsuccessful and limited attacks southwest of Donetsk City and continued artillery fire and 

airstrikes around Avdiivka. UGS reported that Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to advance to Novomykhailivka. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - 

Ukrainian forces plan to continue to 

threaten Russian ground lines of 

communication (GLOCs) running from 

Belgorod, Russia, to southern Kharkiv 

Oblast with Western-supplied long-range 

rocket artillery.  

 The Chief of Staff of the Ukrainian Kraken 

Special Unit, Konstiantyn Nemichev, stated 

that Ukrainian forces will use US-provided 

HIMARS rocket artillery systems to disrupt 

Russian GLOCs running through Vovchansk, 

Kupyansk, and Izyum. Kupyansk is a 

significant logistical hub for Russian forces 

operating on the Kharkiv axis and is located 

approximately 50km from the frontline. 

Vovchansk lies approximately 15-20 km 

from the frontline, but Russian operations 

in northern Kharkiv have prevented 

Ukrainian forces from targeting Vovchansk 

with indirect fire thus far. Russian GLOCs to 

Izyum are the most exposed, approximately 

15km east of the nearest frontline, and 

NASA FIRMS heat anomaly detection has 

observed heat anomalies consistent with 

indirect fire attacks in wooded areas west of 

Izyum in recent weeks. Most Russian major 

ammunition depots and support stations 

along the Kharkiv axis would be within the 

range of HIMARS systems that would cover 

the Kharkiv axis. 

Russian forces continued localized and 

unsuccessful assaults northwest of Kharkiv 

City on June 1. The Ukrainian General Staff 

reported that Ukrainian forces repelled 

Russian attacks on Dementiivka, 
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approximately 25km northwest of Kharkiv City. Russian forces are reportedly using electronic warfare systems in 

settlements on the international border, likely aimed at disrupting systems at Ukrainian command and control centers. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - 

Russian forces continued to focus on 

defensive operations along the  Southern Axis 

on July 2. UGS stated that Ukrainian 

counteroffensive activity forced Russian 

troops to withdraw from previously-held 

positions in Ivanivka (northwestern Kherson 

Oblast).  

Ukraine’s Zaporizhia Oblast Military 

Administration reported that Russian forces 

in Zaporizhia Oblast are preparing occupied 

settlements for ”circular” defense, which 

indicates that Russian troops are likely 

engineering 360-degree fortifications in 

occupied territory. Ukrainian partisan and 

counteroffensive activities continue to 

pressure Russian forces to prioritize 

defensive operations, likely at the expense of 

Russian forces pursuing territorial gains in 

southern Ukraine. Russian forces conducted 

air, artillery, and missile strikes against 

Ukrainian positions and infrastructure in 

Kherson, Mykolaiv, Zaporizhia, and 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblasts. 

Mobilization and force generation 

efforts - Russian military leadership 

continues to rely on ad hoc composite units 

to support offensive operations in Ukraine. 

Russian media reported on July 2 that a 

volunteer battalion of the 200th Motorized Rifle Brigade of the Northern Fleet is preparing to deploy to Ukraine.[29] This 

battalion consists of reservists, volunteers, military policemen, servicemembers from coastal defense units, and sailors 

from various naval vessels, which likely means that the volunteers are inadequately trained and do not have the requisite 

infantry experience to be effective in high-intensity combat. Some of the servicemembers of the battalion notably fought 

in the early stages of the war and are being redeployed.[30] The composite nature of this battalion indicates that Russian 

military leadership continues to struggle with proper and consistent constitution of combat-ready units. 

Activity in Russian-occupied - Proxy leadership may be setting conditions for the direct annexation of proxy republics 

into the Russian Federation. Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Head Denis Pushilin announced on July 2 that he replaced 

four DNR public administration officials with “experienced” Russian ministers in order to institute the “Russian paradigm 

of public administration.” Pushilin had previously announced the reorganization of the DNR government in June. The 

measures taken to streamline the governmental practices and frameworks of the DNR with the Russian system suggest 

that proxy officials are likely preparing to integrate the DNR directly into the Russian Federation. 
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Ukraine Blows Up Ammo Depot – A Russian ammunition depot was reportedly destroyed by a Ukrainian missile, 

with video footage shared on social media purportedly showing the strike's dramatic aftermath. 

The video was posted on the Facebook page of Ukraine's Armed Forces, which said, "how one of the ammunition depots 

of the Russian occupiers in eastern Ukraine exploded," according to a translation of the message which did not specify 

the location. It shows a strike on what looks like a warehouse, followed by a blaze and smoke billowing into the sky. 

Russia suffering 'huge casualties' in Sievierodonetsk - The local governor says Ukraine has "pushed back" Russian 

forces in the fight for the key Donbas city. Meanwhile, a top official has speculated that the war might last several more 

months. 

The governor of Luhansk province said Russia had retreated in the industrial city of Sievierodonetsk — now one of only 

two settlements in the province that aren't under Russian control. 

"Right now, our soldiers have pushed them back, [the Russians] are suffering huge casualties," Serhiy Haidai said in a live 

TV broadcast on Saturday. 

He added: "Russians are blowing up bridges, so we could not bring in reinforcements to our boys in Sievierodonetsk." 

Ukrainian news website Dialog.ua also reported that Igor Girkin, a pro-Russian veteran who had been active in the war 

in Donbas since 2014, confirmed details of the retreat on his Telegram channel. 

Ukraine promises to respond to Russian attack on Odessa - “We will respond to the Russian attack on Odessa 

soon,”  the Ukrainian government says. A Russian missile hit an apartment building, leaving at least 21 dead – including 

two children – and about 40 injured. In the port of Mykolaiv ‘prohibited cluster bombs’ were launched. 

Russia claimed it was attacking military outposts. Meanwhile in Mariupol, another mass grave with 100 corpses was 

found. 

“Europe will stand by Ukraine as long as necessary. We will not rest until you prevail”, said the President of the European 

Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, in a speech on video link to the Parliament in Kiev. 

Landing craft is blown up after hitting sea mine near Mariupol - The Russian navy appears to have accidentally 

blown up one of its own ships in the black sea in the latest blunder for Putin's forces. 

A landing craft is reported to have exploded when it hit a Russian sea mine near Mariupol. The crew is said to have 

survived the friendly-fire incident, but the reputation of Russia's naval commanders is not so unscathed. 

U.S.-supplied HIMARS changing the calculus on Ukraine’s front lines - The premier weapon in Ukraine’s arsenal 

drove down a dirt road not marked on any maps, along a sunflower field, before its military minders parked it between 

trees — the branches shielding it from the Russian drones that are no doubt hunting for it. 

The M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, commonly known as HIMARS, is one of four that Ukrainians received 

last month from the United States as part of a $700 million military aid package. The soldiers assigned to this one already 

adorned the inside with a picture of a scantily clad woman, an air freshener and rosary beads. The outside has three small 

black skulls stenciled on it — one for every target successfully hit. 
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 “We actually have six,” said this system’s chief, whose call sign is Kuzya. “We just haven’t had a chance to add the other 

three yet.” After public frustration over Western delays in transferring promised heavy weaponry, specifically multiple-

launch rocket systems such as the HIMARS, the Ukrainians have quickly put their new hardware to work more than four 

months after Russia launched its full-scale 

invasion. Kuzya and his comrades said their 

targets so far have focused on Russian 

command posts — warehouses where 

enemy officers and weaponry were 

stationed. 

Ukrainian officials say the new Western 

materiel is already making a difference on 

the battlefield — a testament to the 

importance of continued security 

assistance and the painful cost of slow-

moving deliveries as the Russian military 

slowly expands its control in Ukraine’s 

eastern Donbas region. Artillery strikes 

from French self-propelled howitzers 

stationed in the port city of Odessa reportedly forced the Russians to withdraw Thursday from the strategically important 

Snake Island in the Black Sea. 

The HIMARS is the most advanced U.S.-provided system and has the longest range of Ukraine’s ground weapons, nearly 

50 miles, enabling its forces to precisely strike Russian military targets without endangering its own civilians in occupied 

territories. Ukraine had been asking for the weapons for about two months before the transfer was approved — after 

Ukraine assured the Biden administration that it will not use them to launch cross-border attacks into Russia. (See article 

further below). 

Ukrainian Airborne Assault Troops Reportedly Take Out Convoy of Russian Ammo Vehicles - Ukrainian 

airborne assault troops reportedly destroyed a convoy of Russian ammunition vehicles. 

Russian military vehicles were successfully hit by Ukrainian ordnance as footage released by Ukraine military reportedly 

shows. Video footage recorded the successful infliction of fire damage by the rocket artillery unit of the 95th Air Assault 

Brigade of the Armed Forces of Ukraine on a motor vehicle convoy with ammunition belonging to the Russian occupiers." 

Airborne assaults moves Ukrainian soldiers closer to Russian locations and, when combined with mobile shoulder-

mounted anti-tank missiles, is far more effective and selective than long-range artillery attacks.  

Ukraine says Russia dropped phosphorus bombs on Snake Island - Ukraine’s army has accused Russia of 

carrying out attacks using incendiary phosphorus munitions on Snake Island, just a day after Moscow withdrew its forces 

from the rocky outcrop in the Black Sea. 

Two sorties of Russian Su-30 fighter jets dropping phosphorus bombs were flown over the island from the Russian-

controlled Crimean Peninsula, commander-in-chief of the Ukrainian army, Valeriy Zaluzhnyi, said on Telegram on Friday. 

Phosphorus weapons, which leave a signature white trail in the sky, are incendiary weapons whose use against civilians 

is banned under an international convention but allowed for military targets. 
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False narrative 

Putin invaded Ukraine on February 24th, publicly stating he would finish the assault within days, to free the country from 

a NAZI-regime, de-weaponize it, and that Russian soldiers would be welcomed by their Ukrainian brothers and sisters. 

As we know this didn’t happen. Russia is now in its 5th month of combat, has suffered catastrophic losses and only makes 

small but incremental gains in the Donbas. 

It has abandoned its assault on eastern Ukraine and Kyiv, not seen Lukashenko advance any Belarussian troops from the 

north and not received any (known) supplies from China. 

It is running out of munitions and combat soldiers, is recruiting from foreign forces such as Syria and Chechnya and has 

now submitted draft regulations to enable an “ industrial mobilization” to repair and return to service damaged combat 

and support vehicles. 

Its ability to match Ukrainian “smart” weapons has been shown as woefully inadequate. Russian troops have been 

instructed to loot Ukrainian households for any domestic appliance containing electronic chips, in order that these can 

be sent back to Russia for use in weapon manufacture.  

They have tens of thousands of dead Russian servicemen in Ukraine in refrigerated trains, as Putin cannot afford to 

disclose the huge number of killed and injured Russian conscripts. But these casualties will shortly become apparent 

when families increase inquiries as to the whereabouts of their enlisted sons, brothers, fathers and kin. 

Logic prevails in that Russia and Putin cannot maintain this “war success charade,” this false narrative for too much 

longer, it cannot openly source replenishment soldiers and weaponry and it certainly cannot mobilize without signaling 

the true consequences of their Ukrainian folly. 

Should, and this seems increasingly likely, Ukraine start sinking more of the larger Russian Black Sea fleet, further 

diminishing its strike capability, it will be extremely hard-pressed to keep a lid on its failure. 

Putin is stubbornly and often-times recklessly pursuing capture of the Donbas and declaring victory, whatever that may 

mean to him, or whatever it costs Russia. He is throwing everything Russia has at achieving this objective 

The clock is ticking though. Ukraine is receiving and deploying ever-increasing amounts of smart and precision long-range 

weaponry, capable of not only neutralizing Russia’s present open-plain advantage, but also in striking behind their lines 

and pushing them back. 

Putin’s eastern Ukrainian offensive is grinding ever-slower, and with snowballing losses. 

Logic is he and his coterie realize their folly and failure, despite the ongoing false narrative to the contrary. 

Impacts 

Google let a sanctioned Russian company access American and European data for months. The report's 

author says there's a 'huge danger' if it was shared with the Russian government.  

Google let a sanctioned Russian company access data belonging to Americans and Europeans, including user activity on 

websites based in Ukraine, according to a new report. 

The report was compiled by Adalytics, a digital ad analysis company, and first reported by ProPublica. It found that the 

Russian digital advertising company RuTarget was still accessing user data through Google months after it was sanctioned 

as a result of Russia's invasion of Ukraine. 
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RuTarget is owned by Sberbank, Russia's largest state-owned bank that the US first sanctioned in February and imposed 

full blocking sanctions on in April. 

Google did not immediately respond to Insider's request for comment. When reached by ProPublica, Google said it had 

blocked RuTarget from using or buying its ad products in March, but acknowledged the company was still receiving user 

and ad buying data from Google before June 23. 

"Google is committed to complying with all applicable sanctions and trade compliance laws," Google spokesperson 

Michael Aciman said. "We've reviewed the entities in question and have taken appropriate enforcement action beyond 

the measures we took earlier this year to block them from directly using Google advertising products." 

How the US can break Putin’s grip on Black Sea - The Kremlin might be spinning Russia’s withdrawal from Snake 

Island — a tiny piece of land off the 

Bessarabian coast that rose to international 

prominence through the defiance of its  

Ukrainian garrison in the early hours of the 

war — as an act of “good will.” In reality, the 

forced retreat after a successful Ukrainian 

bombing campaign is a major defeat for 

Vladimir Putin.  

With Western help, it could be a turning 

point in the war’s perhaps most significant 

theater: the Black Sea.  

The Black Sea matters not just to Ukraine 

and its neighbors. The blockade of Odessa, 

Ukraine’s premier port, and the mining of 

the surrounding waters has stopped 

Ukrainian grain exports from reaching their destinations — many of them in the developing world. Ukraine is the world’s 

fourth largest exporter of wheat, with some 30 million tons sitting in storage — or getting stolen by Russian occupiers. 

In an eerie parallel to the Holodomor organized by Joseph Stalin in the 1930s to crush the Ukrainian nation, Putin is 

hoping to orchestrate a famine in the developing world. He aims to create a refugee crisis that will destabilize Europe 

and eventually break Western resolve in its support for Ukraine. With high energy prices and uncontrolled migration of 

desperate people across the Mediterranean, the stage would set for disruptive political forces on the far left and the far 

right to make electoral gains and to press mainstream leaders into appeasing the Kremlin. 

Allowing that to happen would be horrific. Fortunately, there are solutions. First and foremost, as the sinking of the 

Russia’s Black Sea Fleet flagship, Moskva, illustrates, Ukrainians are perfectly capable of pushing back themselves if 

provided with the right equipment. Moskva was hit by a Ukrainian-made Neptune missile. With US intelligence and with 

higher-precision and longer-distance missiles, such as Danish Harpoons, Ukraine would be in a position to significantly 

cripple if not destroy the entire Black Sea Fleet. (See article below regarding the change in weaponry and also previous 

War Update articles). 

A US-led naval coalition should assist with the demining of Odessa and escorting Ukrainian grain shipments out of 

Ukrainian ports. The United States undertook a similar task in the war between Iran and Iraq in the 1980s, when the US 

Navy accompanied Kuwaiti tankers out of the Persian Gulf, effectively deterring Iran from attacking. 
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This would be a fundamentally different operation from the idea of a no-fly zone, which was floated earlier in the conflict, 

which would require the United States and its partners to actively shoot down Russian planes defying the restrictions 

and possibly attacking targets within Russia, thus directly escalating the conflict with a nuclear power. 

A naval-escort mission, in contrast, would require Russia to attack first — something that the Kremlin would think about 

twice, particularly if the coalition force were large enough. 

True impacts of Ukraine war to spike food prices at the end of 2022, industry warns - The impacts of the 

Ukraine war have not even hit the UK’s supermarket shelves yet despite surging prices, the food and drink industry has 

warned. 

Since Russia invaded Ukraine in February, energy prices and fertiliser costs have surged, while certain products such as 

vegetable oil have also increased in price. 

Speaking to the Standard, Dr Liliana Danila, economic policy manager for federation, said: “It typically takes seven to 12 

months for producer cost rises to filter into final consumer prices, which means that the real impacts of the conflict will 

begin to manifest towards the end of 2022 and start of 2023. 

“In terms of products, most food and drink production is energy intensive, which means most manufacturers are 

impacted, and most products will see some price rises due to the significant rise in energy costs.” 

Food inflation currently stands at 6.7 per cent but the Food and Drink Federation has warned that figure will rise to 15 

per cent by the end of the year and may remain high next year as the impact due to the war. 

“Food inflation will remain high during 2023 and it’s unlikely that it will return to lower levels any time soon,”  Dr Danila 

added. 

“The pandemic pushed up all costs: of agricultural commodities, labour, energy, international shipping, packaging, 

fertilizers, and we are currently in the midst of inflationary pressures brought on by the pandemic. 

“The war in Ukraine gave a further push to prices of agricultural commodities, energy and fertilizers, which rose at an 

accelerated pace since the war started. 

“So pressures on production costs have continued relentlessly, but these impacts are yet to filter through into final 

consumer prices.” 

Humanitarian 

Russia and Ukraine exchange bodies of hundreds of dead soldiers - Kyiv today announced they and Russia 

exchanged the bodies of 320 soldiers — 160 each — on June 2. The exchange took place at the front in the southeastern 

Ukrainian region of Zaporizhzhya. 

Ukraine has repeatedly called on Moscow to take possession of the bodies of its fallen soldiers and to give them a 

dignified burial. Kyiv accuses the Kremlin of using its young as "cannon fodder" to be simply left to rot on the battlefield 

after they are killed.  

Authorities in Kyiv say representatives from its intelligence services and armed forces leadership were on hand for the 

exchange.  
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Containment 

Congress wants more troops in Europe as war in Ukraine drags on - Congress is pushing for more U.S. soldiers 

in Europe in its fiscal 2023 draft defense policy bills as the Russian invasion of Ukraine grinds on into its fifth month. 

The move aligns with President Joe Biden’s June 

29 remarks at the NATO summit in Madrid, 

Spain, where he said the U.S. will establish a 

permanent base in Poland and will also send 

two additional F-35 fighter jet squadrons to the 

UK as well as more air defense, among other 

capabilities, to Italy and Germany. 

The recently released House Armed Services 

Committee’s chairman’s mark of the FY23 

defense authorization act says the “further 

invasion of Ukraine presents a sea change to the 

security environment in Europe that requires a 

long-term shift in the force posture of the 

United States and its allies, in order to ensure 

the maintenance of collective deterrence.” 

It’s “necessary” for the U.S. to establish additional permanent stations and continuous rotational forces along Europe’s 

eastern flank, the mark adds. 

According to lawmakers, the U.S. should not rely on allied forces to make future force posture enhancements in Europe 

and should not plan to “revert” to the force levels and positioning it had in Europe prior to Russia’s invasion. 

US to send Ukraine advanced NASAMS air defense weapons in $820 million package - The Pentagon 

yesterday announced $820 million in new Ukraine military aid that includes advanced mid- to long-range air defense 

systems and counter-artillery radars to respond to Russia’s heavy use of long-range strikes in the war. 

The announcement for the National Advanced 

Surface-to-Air Missile System, or NASAMS, marks 

the start of a contracting process for $770 million 

worth of equipment, including four more counter-

artillery radars and up to 150,000 rounds of 

155mm artillery ammunition, through the Ukraine 

Security Assistance Initiative. 

NASAMS, developed by Norway’s Kongsberg 

Defence and Aerospace as well as American 

company Raytheon Technologies, marks a shift 

from the Russian-made air defense systems, like 

the S-300, that Ukraine had used. The U.S. 

coordinated donations of Russian-made systems from Ukraine’s neighbors, but maintaining those systems are expected 

to grow more difficult as Russia’s invasion continues. 
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“This system, co-produced by Norway and the U.S., is a NATO system, so for us it’s important to start to help the 

Ukrainians transition their air defense systems from what is a now a Soviet-type system, to introduce some of this modern 

technology,” a senior defense official said Friday. 

Contracts for NASAMS are expected 

to be finalized within weeks or 

months, and Ukrainian forces will 

need to receive training to operate 

the systems, a senior defense official 

said. 

 NASAMS, which is used to guard 

airspace over the White House and 

the Pentagon, were exported to 

Hungary and India in recent years, 

among other territories. 

The new aid also included $50 million 

worth of ammunition drawn from 

U.S. stockpiles for American-supplied 

High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems 

that arrived in Ukraine last week. 

Ukrainian forces have used the systems successfully against Russian command posts and other targets, the official said. 

“What you see is the Ukrainians are actually systematically selecting targets and accurately hitting them, thus providing 

this precise method of degrading Russian capabilities,” the official said. 

The official credited the retreat of Russian forces from Snake Island this week not to Russia’s goodwill, as Moscow 

claimed, but to Ukrainian forces armed by American Harpoon missiles. The U.S. official confirmed that Ukraine had used 

Harpoon missiles to take out a Russian supply ship on the Black Sea that was headed to Snake Island. 

Ukraine using rocket system to hit Russian command posts - The Ukrainians have used the High Mobility Artillery 

Rocket Systems (HIMARS) advanced rocket system to target the Kremlin positions in its fight for the eastern region of the 

country known as the Donbas.   

“Because it is such a precise, longer-range system, Ukrainians are able to carefully select targets that will undermine the 

effort by Russia in a more systematic way, certainly than they would be able to do with the shorter-range artillery 

systems,” the official told reporters.  

Ukrainian forces are still in the early days of operating the HIMARS systems — four of which the U.S. has already sent to 

the former Soviet country and four additional it pledged late last month — as only a handful of Ukrainian troops can 

operate it after taking a brief training course.   

Russia Admits It's Running Out of Weapons in Ukraine War - For the first time, Russia has admitted that it is 

running out of weapons in the Ukraine war, after Putin's government created a draft federal law that would allow the 

country to quickly repair weapons and military equipment. 

On Thursday evening, the Kremlin submitted a bill to the State Duma on "special economic measures" for 

"counterterrorist and other operations" outside of Russia. 
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An explanatory note attached to the bill said that there is, particularly amid Putin's war against Ukraine, "a short-term 

increased need for the repair of weapons and military equipment." 

The bill proposed, among other measures, "the implementation of material assets from state reserves" and "the 

temporary activation of mobilization capacities and facilities," as well as overtime work in "individual organizations." 

The text of the draft law notes the need for Russia to repair its weapons and military equipment amid "a special military 

operation in the territories of the Donetsk People's Republic, the Luhansk People's Republic and Ukraine," referring to 

the war against Ukraine, which Putin launched late February. 

"The need to promptly meet these requirements, especially in the context of the introduction by foreign states and 

international organizations of restrictive measures against Russian citizens and Russian legal entities, will require 

temporarily focusing efforts in certain sectors of the economy (in certain areas), reloading the production capacities of 

organizations of the military-industrial complex, including mobilization, and to organize resource support for deliveries 

within the framework of the state defense order," the note said. 

This marks the first time Russia has signaled that it is suffering huge military losses in its war against Ukraine. 

Russian officials have so far publicly denied that Moscow is having difficulties sustaining Putin's war effort. 

The British defense ministry noted in an intelligence update late May that Russia's decision to deploy old Soviet-era tanks 

on the battlefield highlighted "Russia's shortage of modern, combat-ready equipment." 

Russian hard drive 

Ukraine finds Russian hard drive with 100 GB military data - Ukrainian forces found a Russian hard drive with 

100 gigabytes of military data, much of it marked “classified,” including details about Russian military equipment and 

exercises, the Kyiv Independent reported Saturday. 

The drive was discovered in Chernihiv Oblast, a northern district that borders Belarus and was an early invasion point for 

the Russian military. It also contains detailed plans about a Russian air artillery division and other official documents. 

The lucky find came as Russian missiles continued to pummel cities across Ukraine. 

Sanctions 

World’s Top Pension Fund Writes Off Russia Stocks, Sells Bonds - Japan’s Government Pension Investment 

Fund said Friday that it’s been selling Russian assets since March following the invasion of Ukraine, marking down some 

values to almost zero in the process. 

The world’s biggest pension fund has substantially reduced holdings of Russian bonds, which can still be traded over-the-

counter. The fund has been largely stuck with the country’s stocks, as foreign investors face trading restrictions, Chief 

Investment Officer Eiji Ueda said in the GPIF annual report. 

“Since Russia-related assets have been deleted from benchmarks in March, asset managing companies have been selling 

them on our behalf while taking into account the liquidity of the market,” Ueda said in the report. 

Putin says sanction are speeding up Moscow-Minsk unification - Sweeping Western sanctions are only 

hastening integration between Russia and Belarus, Putin said Friday. 

Western countries levied several rounds of sanctions on both Moscow and Minsk in retaliation to the Russian invasion of 

Ukraine on Feb. 24, with Belarus accused of acting as a staging ground for Russia’s incursion into northern Ukraine. 
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“The unprecedented political and sanction pressure from the so-called ‘collective West’ is pushing us to accelerate the 

unification processes,” Putin said in a video address to the annual Forum of Russian and Belarusian Regions. 

Putin’s Belarusian counterpart Alexander Lukashenko is the only president of a former Soviet republic to openly back 

Russia’s so-called “special military operation” in Ukraine.  

Comment – when I visited Minsk some years ago, Belarusians I met with were universally aligned against Lukashenko 

and his Russian ties. To a person they yearned for his downfall. This is a primary reason he has not committed his armed 

forces into Ukraine – any vacuum created by such a deployment, will be filled by the anti-Lukashenko movement. 

Russia's new 100 ruble banknote is impossible to withdraw from ATMs after Western firms that program cash 

machine quit the country following Ukraine invasion, because the Western companies that programmed them have left 

the country. 

Major crisis facing Russian football clubs after Putin's invasion of Ukraine - On May 2, UEFA banned Russian 

clubs from its competitions ahead of the 2022-23 season, a decision which affects the Champions League, Europa League, 

Conference League, Women’s Champions League and Youth League tournaments. 

Zenit St Petersburg, Dynamo Moscow, CSKA Moscow and Sochi have filed an appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport 

(CAS) over the ruling, which will be heard by CAS on 11 July. 

Assuming the ban is upheld, those clubs that had qualified for European tournaments will not participate, and as a result, 

will not receive the lucrative financial windfall that comes with it. 

Russian clubs earned £48.2million from European competitions last season before the war in Ukraine began, with Zenit 

pocketing the lion's share of that at £33.7million. 

Are we witnessing a military revolution on Ukraine battlefields? 

Ukrainian warriors have unleashed a “Red Dawn”-like response against Russian troop advances in nearly every part of 

the country. Russian tanks — the much-heralded T-72, T-80 and T-90 — are no match for the Javelin, Next-generation 

Light Anti-tank Weapon (NLAW), Baykar Bayraktar TB2 and Switchblade drones. Their turrets litter the Ukraine landscape. 

Neither composite armor, explosive reactive armor, nor countermeasure suites have been effective against the modern 

weapon systems designed to destroy them. 

These defensive weapons, supplied by the United States and NATO, are dramatically altering the battlefield and providing 

a much-needed shot in the arm to a president in Kyiv unwilling to “take a ride.” Ukraine has marginalized the once 

vaunted Russian War Machine. As the combat continues, the Ukraine Defense Ministry recently reported they have 

inflicted 35,750 killed (107,250 injured) casualties and destroyed 1,577 tanks, 3,736 armored combat vehicles, 796 

artillery pieces, 246 Multiple launch rocket systems, 105 air defense systems, 217 aircraft and 186 helicopters, 645 

drones, 143 cruise missiles, 15 warships, 2,610 motor vehicles and fuel tankers and 61 units of special equipment.  

It is reported that Russia deployed around 300,000 soldiers into the Ukraine assault. Losing, if correctly reported, 143,000 

killed and injured (see above) effectively reduces its invading force by 50%. This is an absolutely catastrophic loss ratio 

and cannot be sustained sans a national Russian mobilization.  

This 143,000 number excludes soldiers suffering from PTSD and other war-type afflictions, greatly reducing strike force 

ability. 

Ukrainian resiliency and Russian ineptness aside, are we witnessing a revolution in military affairs (RMA) moment? 
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The Greek philosopher Heraclitus of Ephesus introduced us to the reality that “change is the only constant.” That applies 

to warfare as well, from tactics and strategy to weapons systems and protective equipment. When change fundamentally 

reshapes how we fight, it is known as an RMA — a hypothesis in military theory about the future of warfare, often 

connected to technological and organizational recommendations for military reform. 

Broadly stated, RMA claims in certain periods of the history there were new military doctrines, strategies, tactics and 

technologies that led to irrecoverable changes in the conduct of warfare. Furthermore, those changes compel an 

accelerated adaptation of novel battlefield doctrines and strategies. Examples include the machine gun from World War 

I, blitzkrieg from World War II, long-range precision missile fires from Desert Storm, and communications and network-

centric warfare. 

The war in Ukraine is continually introducing high-tech weapon systems to the battlefield that are fundamentally 

marginalizing armor — tanks and armored personnel carriers — by utilizing centuries-old tactics that have fundamentally 

marginalized, while ingeniously also exploiting, the manner in which the Russian military employs them. Russian Putin 

exposed himself to this possible RMA moment by fighting a war using WWII tactics with modern-day armor; the Ukrainian 

military is winning by destroying them wholesale with modern weapon systems using infantry tactics as old as the French 

and Indian War. 

In Ukrainian hands, $175,000 Raytheon FGM-148 Javelins and their “fire and forget” technology are acting as long-range 

snipers, while the $40,000 UK Thales NLAW are serving as close-in brass knuckles. Both have easily destroyed Russian 

armor, including Russia’s $2.8 million T-72 tanks, by homing in on their manned turrets from the topside — structurally 

their weakest defensive armor link. Turkish Bayraktar TB2 drones, pricier at $5 million each, provide 24-hour air cover 

and have been highly effective at destroying a variety of Russian armor, command posts, surface-to-air missile (SAM) 

batteries and multiple rocket launchers. Perhaps the most revolutionary are the U.S. AeroVironment Switchblade 300s 

and 600s. These $6,000 loitering drones, capable of staying airborne for 30 minutes and ranging seven miles, are carried 

in a backpack and provide infantrymen over-the-horizon intelligence. They also are kinetic and can destroy Russian armor 

and artillery. 

But are we witnessing an RMA? Yes, but it’s a culmination of bad Russian strategy, the Kremlin’s overreliance on 

antiquated tactics, poor training, abysmal execution and Ukraine’s adaptation to asymmetric armor tactics. Poor 

operations security contributed as well. The modern-day tank has lost its “fear factor;” its presence makes everything 

around it vulnerable. 

It is certainly akin to long-range precision fires and network-centric warfare. These new weapon systems provide stand-

off precision fires on smaller, more lethal platforms and the ability for soldiers on the ground to geo-locate and target 

enemy forces using social media and cell towers. The infantryman can now deliver accurate, lethal fires, unseen, miles 

away from the target — a modern-day bogeyman to the Russian soldier. The WWII saying that “loose lips sink ships” is 

still relevant, but in 2022, social media posts sideline tanks and general officers — bad operations security still has deadly 

consequences. 

The Javelin anti-tank missile and Switchblade drone have exposed weaknesses in armor, and not just Russian tanks and 

APCs. Air defense security from drone strikes has taken on increased significance, as does enhanced armor protection on 

the top of tanks and APCs. Armor is vulnerable, and it’s much harder to hide on today’s battlefield. Much as blitzkrieg 

tactics defeated the Maginot line, the principles of speed and security will be needed to overcome advances in today’s 

weapons technology. 

Asymmetric weapons systems employed during the Ukraine war have diminished the mobility and intimidation factor of 

the modern-day tank to the status of the post-WWII battleship. RMA has relegated decisive tank battles on the plains of 

Europe to the past — the same as aircraft carriers in WWII put an end to decisive naval armada battles envisioned by 

Alfred Thayer Mahan. 
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Now, with the introduction of U.S.-supplied High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS), RMA may be on the verge 

of changing how artillery is employed on the battlefield. While counter-battery fires aren’t new, large lethargic artillery 

formations found at the regiment, division and corps levels, the staple of Russian tactics, present themselves as lucrative 

targets. Their prolonged exposure on the battlefield ensures their destruction. The mobility, range and accuracy of 

HIMARS is a game changer, and certainly will alter how Russia fights. 

Ukrainian soldiers use electric motorcycles to travel “geographically incognito,” fire their precision shoulder-mounted 

weapons from miles away, then scoot away to safety. What Ukraine calls “Shoot and Scoot” tactics. 

The current Donbas Russian offensive has slightly altered the battleground with combat now being waged by long-range 

artillery, playing into the invader’s hands. 

But NATO and the US have quickly reacted and are now supplying Ukraine with better weaponry than what Russian forces 

have. Russia is increasingly resorting to missiles in order to reach their targets as they move further back from front lines 

in order to avoid these new Ukrainian long-range weapons.  

Included in this new Ukrainian arsenal are long-range anti-ship missiles, pushing Russian Black Sea naval forces further 

out to sea to avoid being struck. They lost their prize warship, Moskva, close to Snake Island , 40 miles off the Ukrainian 

coast, after being struck by Ukrainian-made land-based missiles. 

Now in possession of longer-range anti-ship projectiles, and striking Russian oil wells in the Black Sea, it didn’t take Russia 

long to realize it navy was within striking range of these weapons. They thus moved their vessels further out, meaning 

that Snake Island was no longer defendable.  

Of import and closer to home is the growing realization that these land-based tactical changes will shortly be followed 

by sea-based and similar approaches. Aircraft carriers are huge sea-based weapons, slow, big and vulnerable. Iran already 

has fleets of fast patrol-type boats. 

How long before submersible and undetectable craft are developed and deployed against naval forces? 

China is surely relishing this approach as it makes defense of Taiwan from the sea that much more difficult. China already 

has deployed “fishing vessels” all over the South China Sea, where they “loiter” waiting for call-up. 

Times they are a-changing, to quote a well-known poet. 

Putin 

Putin's terror tactics show world why he must be defeated, whatever the cost - The wanton destruction of 

a civilian town, with no real military value, shocked the world and, just days later, Pablo Picasso began his most famous 

painting, Guernica. A tapestry of this powerful, shocking work hangs outside the United Nations Security Council 

Chamber, a reminder to world leaders of the horror of war. 

In the early hours of yesterday, dozens of people would have been sleeping in a block of flats in the Ukrainian town of 

Serhiivka, near Odesa. Far from the frontline, they may have thought they were safe from Putin’s war machine. But, after 

three Russian missiles hit home, at least 21 people were dead. 
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 “A terrorist country is killing our people. In 

response to defeats on the battlefield, they fight 

civilians," said Andriy Yermak, an aide to 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. 

Throughout the Ukraine War, Russia has 

routinely shelled residential areas, levelling vast 

areas. But, when asked about Serhiivka, the 

Kremlin spokesperson Dmitry Peskov did what 

Kremlin spokespeople do: he lied. His claim they 

are only attacking military targets is so blatantly 

false it hardly bears repeating. 

Pictured at right is the town of Pryvillya in 

Ukraine's Donbas region on June 14 (Picture: 

Aris Messinis/AFP via Getty Images) 

Just days ago, he was caught stating “So long as Ukraine continues resisting us, we will continue to kill its people.” 

Russian forces have been able to advance in the east of Ukraine because they drop so many bombs it makes urban areas 

uninhabitable, for soldiers and civilians alike. Their shelling of other parts of the country appears to have little purpose 

other than to try to weaken morale. 

So it would appear that Putin, a mass-murdering terrorist who has usurped the power of a nation, does not understand 

the concept of “Blitz Spirit.” (The Scotsman). 

Russia is boosting food prices to undermine global support for sanctions, officials say - Russia is using the 

massive increase in global food prices as a “weapon” to turn countries against the sanctions that Western nations 

imposed on Moscow for invading Ukraine, EU and U.S. officials said on Wednesday. Other officials said the crisis would 

take years to resolve. 

Global prices for wheat, one of Ukraine’s main agricultural exports, have risen some 16 percent since Russia invaded in 

February and one-third since March 2021. Russia has been blocking grain exports, targeting grain storage facilities, and 

even stealing food. 

“We were dealing with climate change, dealing with COVID and supply-chain problems. We’re now dealing with conflict, 

and we also have historically low grain stockpiles. And we’re in the high point of a cycle for fertilizer prices,” Cary Fowler, 

U.S. Special Envoy for Global Food Security at the State Department said at an Atlantic Council event on Wednesday.” So 

if you really wanted to have a huge impact on food prices you’d probably have to be dealing with all of those. 

Unfortunately, that’s rather difficult and can’t be done overnight. So that’s why I said a few minutes ago that I think we’re 

dealing with a multi-year crisis, and we ought to plan in that regard.” 

Geopolitics 

EU seeks to boost ties with India as relations with China cool - Talks on a comprehensive trade agreement have 

resumed after eight years as the relationship between Brussels and Beijing is becoming increasingly rocky. 

The EU's trade commissioner says the bloc views the relationship with India as 'one of the most important for the 

upcoming decade.' The European Union and India have resumed trade talks after an eight-year hiatus as the bloc's 

relationship with China continues to cool. 
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The talks, which aim to strengthen economic ties and establish a joint comprehensive trade agreement by the end of 

2023, are the latest in a series of efforts by Brussels to upgrade ties with India. 

EU-India trade talks have always proved difficult - they stalled in 2013 over differences on Indian tariffs and EU visa 

policies for Indian skilled workers - but Garima Mohan, a senior fellow at the German Marshall Fund's Asia programme, 

said the relationship was now "very mature." 

At the G7 Summit in Germany this week Modi met EU Commission President von der Leyen to discuss ways to improve 

trade ties. 

 


